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Aburi Family

NINGENMI NEWS
Welcome to the June issue of Ningenmi News,
our monthly Aburi team news series!

COCKTAIL HOUR AT MIKU TORONTO
Our new beverage menus have launched at Miku Toronto, Minami, and Miku Vancouver! Check out a
sneak peek of Miku Toronto’s amazing concoctions, photographed by the wonderful Yuko.
From left to right: French 75, Pisco Sour, High Flyer, Black Walnut Manhattan, Homage, Moscow Mule, The Highball, Lucile

AFTER HOURS:

BASKETBALL WITH THE TEAM
Love playing sports? Want to get active after hours? Join your fellow team members with a game
of basketball!
For more information, contact Brinton at brinton@minamirestaurant.com.

3 QUESTIONS WITH ABURI’S

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Jatinder and Montana

You may have seen Jatinder and Montana sitting down for meals with corporate guests at the
restaurants. They play an important role in our business, helping to increase exposure to our
target guests. We interviewed them to find out more about what they do.

TELL US A BIT ABOUT WHAT YOU DO.
We create and manage relationships with our corporate
clientele while enhancing branding for Aburi Restaurants.
MOST MEMORABLE COMPANY YOU’VE MET WITH?
There are many notable companies that we have met with,
but the most memorable would be Novartis, Electronic Arts,
and Lundbeck.
TELL US 1 FUN FACT ABOUT YOURSELF!
Jatinder: No matter what the weather movies would be part of my weekend.
Montana: I have been playing lacrosse for 20 years and coaching for 10!

ABURI TEAM HIGHLIGHTS

KENNETH
at Miku Toronto

“Miku was an incredible lunch. I booked a table
expecting a typical Japanese place but was treated
to an upscale experience complete with items
that I had never tried and top notch service. Ask
to be seated with Kenneth. He was an absolute
professional who helped choose the perfect

Photo credits to Aburi’s Cody

combination of pieces for two people. I can’t wait

” (Nathan G., Google)

to go back to Miku.

NEW GYOZA BAR COCKTAIL

GUAVA + LEMONGRASS
Created by Stephen, this deliciously refreshing frozen cocktail
features our very own Aburi Ginjo sake and lime vodka.

Perfect for the summer weather (when it resumes)!

Message from the editor

TIFFANY’S EPIPHANIES

Can you believe that it’s June? It certainly doesn’t feel like it with the chilly weather here in Vancouver! Toronto,
I hope you’re enjoying good temperatures and good sunshine on the East Coast.
This month was very cocktail-centric. Thank you so much to Cody and Yuko for all the amazing photos!

